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ABSTRACT
It’s well known that categorical perception in accordance with
Fechner-Veber’s law is one of experimental bases of discrete
symbols’ existence in phonology. The categories-symbols  are
carriers of the semantic information in phonetics. We show, at
least for rhythm of phonation in speech, that the concept of
“information” appears in connection with the chaotic regime of
this rhythm.

1. INTRODUCTION
The accession to vocabulary is determined, in particular, by
large-scale duration pattern obtained by segmentation  of acoustic
speech signal in accordance with principle “Voice/Unvoice” [1].
The regularity of durations’ change in this pattern we shall name
as a “phonation’s rhythm”, or rhythm simply. This rhythm wasn’t
investigated with help of mathematical methods in phonetic
perhaps because it is regarded as a product of cognitive level of
phonetics, i.e. as a product of phonology [2]. But symbol
phonology doesn’t regard the temporal topics, in particular, the
topic of phonation rhythm in speech. Therefore this symbol
phonology doesn’t explain many facts in stuttering being the
speech temporal disorder on cognitive level of speech production.

So in our comparative researches of phonation rhythm in
normal speech and stuttering we were compelled to look for
temporal regularity in organization of this rhythm beyond the
framework of symbol phonology. As has appeared, this regularity
(and irregularity, as we shall show) is described by a recurrent
logistic law for durations’ change in phonation rhythm [3, 4, 5].

2. METHOD AND SUBJECTS
2.1. Signals
The subjects read standard text consisting of 120 syllables. At
later stages of our studies we used the spontaneous speech with
approximately the same duration also. Before the basic text each
subjects spoke the test phrase “papa, papa, papa”.

2.2.Transduction
We used dynamic microphone 82A-12 executed by Leningrad
Optical-Mechanical Factory. Performances of microphone:
frequency range is 50-12000 Hz; sensitivity on frequency 1 kHz
is 1.8 mV/Pa; space sensitivity is cardiod. The signal from
microphone was introduced (through the block of preliminary
input-output amplifiers and filters) into computer (PC Pentium-
200) on 12-digit converter AD-DA that produced digitization of
signal with frequency 10 kHz. Converter has characteristics
similar to these for Speech Lab 4300B (Kay Elemetrics).

2.3. Segmentation
The input signals were normalized on all dynamic range of
computer. After preliminary particular smoothing of signals we
determined threshold of segmentation for each individual subject

with the help of handling of test phrase. The amplitude threshold
grows gradually from zero with a rather small step so long as for
the first time six (and only six) Voice segments are occurred.  For
determination of the moment when Unvoiced segment begins we
used some parameter of temporal resolution (approximately 40
msec). If the following sample did not occur at t>40 msec, we
considered that the Voice segment was completed and Unvoice
segment began. Process of determination threshold is broken if
coefficient of segment durations’ variation did not exceed 0.5.
Then this threshold was used for automatic segmentation of the
basic signal. The comparison of results, obtained with help of our
automatic segmentation and results of hand-operated
segmentation has given satisfactory coincidence.

2.4. Subjects
Comparative studies of normal and stuttering speech were
undertaken by scrining method on speech clinic of Saint-
Petersburg Research Institute of Ear, Throat, Nose & Speech
three times in duration of each monthly course of speech therapy.
The subjects were both men and women in the age of from 17 till
50 years. Number of subjects with normal speech was 57;
number of stutterers of various degree of severity was some
hundreds.

3. RESULTS
For each subject the average duration T of Voice segments and
their coefficient of variation std (ratio of root-mean-square
deviation to average) were calculated. We divided the all
stutterers on two group. The first group was completed by
subjects who arrived on clinic for the first time. The second
group was completed by subjects who were treated by correction
method named as “prolonged speech”. The points {T, std}
corresponding to subjects from first group form the “fork”
diagram (see Figure 1a) on the plane of indicated parameters. The
points {T, std} corresponding to subjects from second group form
the third branch located above the “fork” diagram. The subjects
with normal speech are groped in the compact region on the
“fork” diagram from which the upper and lower branches are
“growing”. The upper branch corresponds to patients who were
named as “really stutterers”. The lower branch corresponds to
patients who were named as “clutterers” [6]. The third branch
(above the “stutterers”) corresponds to patients with unstable
state of “prolonged fluency speech”.

4. THEORY
The diagram as it was shown on figure 1a), is typical diagram for
non stationary self-organizing  process of  single open non
reversible system [7]. The role of parameter T in this system
plays system’s parameter controlled by external influences. The
role of coefficient of variation std plays the rate of perturbations
in this open system. The branches of “fork”
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Figure 1. The three pathological form of speech phonation rhythm at stuttering-cluttering. a). Results of interpersonal researching. b).

Results of modeling. The explanations are given in the body text.

diagram corresponds the stable “self-organizing” forms of
system’s dynamics. The upper third branch in marginal region
(on the left of the “normal” region on figure 1a) corresponds to
unstable states of the open single system. This coincidence in
location and stability properties of these two diagrams (one –
experimental one for ensemble of patients; other – theoretical for
time evolution of open system) allows us to suggest that process
of stuttering speech (and normal speech, in particular) is process
of evolution of some ergodic process. Therefore the research of
single process in time can be replaced by research with the help
of an ensemble of casually taken dynamical systems. In our case
the members of ensemble of these dynamical systems is subjects
with their individual rhythms of phonation in speech. Each
patient represents united process in different moment of its
evolution and therefore he is unique.

On the other hand it’s well known that for open system with
ergodic process there is possibility to introduce the concept of
information Kolmogorov’s entropy. This entropy is measure of
information dissipated by this system. This measure of
information can be treated as information obtained by someone at
the “reading” on one step ahead the discrete message generated
by this system [7]. Typical discrete dynamical system having
these properties and being capable to generate information and,
hence, being able to describe the phonation rhythm of  individual
patients is logistic discrete transformation with control parameter
ensuring the chaotic regime of this logistic dynamics [8].

We choose for description of phonation rhythm in normal
speech and at stuttering two logistic recurrent transformations:
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where  0≤Tn≤1, n=1,2,3,...; the odd indexes concern to Voice
segments, and even - to Unvoice; ; r0  and r1  are  abstract
parameters of "inhibition" and "exiting" in system.  We shall

consider system (1) in two cases: normal speech ( r0 = r1) and
stuttering ( r0 ≠ r1).

Theoretical averaging (1) over durations of Voice segments
at r0 = 1,2 and r1/ r0 =0.7 gives the three model branches shown
on Figure 1b). This fact supports our idea about ergodic process
of speech production evolution.

The coefficient of correlation between durations calculated
with help of model (1) and experimental data for normal speech
(subject K.L.) and for cluttering patients (subject I.V.) are shown
in the Figure 2.

It is shown on Figure 2, that phonation rhythm in normal
speech is pure irregular (chaotic) process, but this rhythm in
cluttering speech is mixture of irregular (chaotic) process and
oscillations’ process occurred in bifurcation zone of “route to
chaos” for logistic transformation.

5. DISCUSSION
Thus comparative research of phonation rhythm in normal speech
and at stuttering has allowed to reveal an adequate mathematical
model of speech normal temporal organization. Speaking with
help of mathematical language, it is similar to expanding from
one-dimensional real axis to two-dimensional complex plane. In
another words, the temporal speech disorder (stuttering) helps to
see “construction’s seams” usually hidden in normal speech [9].

But why diagrams similar to diagram on Figure 1a) were not
seen in stuttering studies earlier, before us?   In our opinion it
happened for the following reason. At the moment it is accepted
to consider that “stuttering” and “cluttering” are different form of
fluency disorders with different etiology. The stuttering is
determined as speech fluency disorder that is characterized by
disfluencies in form of spasm abrupt speech and/or spasm
prolonged sounds as sibilant “s”. The behavior of sttuter is
characterized by fears and awareness. The cluttering as it is
usually described is a disorder of fluency marked by
monotonous, rapid, repetitive utterance with frequent telescoping
of words, unaccompanied by fears, anticipations, any sense of
difficulty with specific words or sounds or even a detailed
awareness of speaking abnormally [6].
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In 1934 Weiss advanced the hypothesis that stuttering
essentially always has its onset as a reaction of effort or struggle
for the purpose of overcoming cluttering. Therefore, the

cluttering was regarded as a primitive form of child’s speech, as
sort of relatively simple repetitions.
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Figure 2. The comparison of profiles for coefficient of correlation between model (1) and experimental data on the material of first
syntagma of standard text. The solid curve accordance to speech phonation of subject with normal speech (K.L.). On the picture it is
shown sharp peak of correlation to the right of the vertical line (chaotic zone of “route to chaos” for logistic dynamics). The dash line

corresponds the speech phonation of cluttering subject (I.V.). It is shown additional peak of correlation to the left of vertical line
(bifurcation zone of “route to chaos” for logistic dynamics).

This view is in accordance with our understanding of evolution
process of speech phonation rhythm. It is possible to present that
on the some stage of evolution there was the primitive form of
speech phonation rhythm similar to cluttering rhythm. This is the
base form of speech. Then in duration of speech evolution this
rhythm form shifted to right in scenario of “route to chaos” for
logistic law, from bifurcation zone to zone of chaos (see Figures
2 and 3a). But in some cases the relict of the bifurcation peak
remands, by virtue of any reasons, in speech with its oscillations
(cluttering repetitive utterance) or even this relict peak shifts to
left in static zone, when speech has spasm abrupt disfluencies
(see Figure 3a).

Later this spasm form has become to be considered as
“stuttering” form with another etiology then etiology of
“cluttering” form. Such change of diagnosis has taken place
under influence of Langova & Moravec studies [10]. These
authors observed, in particular, that delayed auditory feedback
had a more deleterious effect on the speech of subjects regarded
as clutterers. Mainly due to similar experiments  “cluttering” has
become to be regarded as disorder of different from “stuttering”
etiology and this form is sifted by special tests in following
studies of stuttering (see, for example, [11]).

But how easily to see from our model (1) [12], the working
mode of rhythm shifts from zone of chaos to the left, in zone of
“double bifurcation” when inhibition in model become more than
exciting. In opposite, the working mode of rhythm shifts from
zone of chaos to the right, in intermittent zone of “triple
bifurcation” when exciting in the model become more than
inhibition. If to switch delayed on one rhythm’s tact (about 200
msec) auditory feedback then this feedback effects similar to
arising of “exciting” in the system (positive feedback). In terms

of scenario it looks as shift of this scenario to the left in relation
to primary one (see Figure 3b in relation to Figure 3a). On Figure
3b) zone of “triple bifurcations” is increased for presentation.
This results is in accordance with results of van der Maas et al.
[13] relating to influence of feedback on scenario of “route to
chaos” for “slow” dynamics of Hopfied’s perceptron.

On Figure 3a) the placing of static-bifurcation component in
real mix speech of stutterers is indexed by literal “S”. The pure
bifurcation component in real mix speech of clutterers is indexed
by literal “C” and pure chaotic rhythm of fluency speech is
indexed by literal “N”. It is shown (see arrows in Figures 3a and
3b) that switching of delayed auditory feedback really leads to
reduce of “stuttering” (due to transition to chaotic zone on Figure
3b). In opposite, this switching leads to “deleterious effects” for
cluttering, because zone of “double bifurcation” is replaced by
more complex zone of “triple bifurcation”. The normal speech is
replaced by mixture of chaotic and bifurcation speech alike
pseudo stuttering (Lee’s effect).

These speculations allow us to take off objections against
uniform etiology of “stuttering” and “cluttering”. Therefore there
is no necessity  to eliminate “cluttering” speech from
experimental material in research of stuttering as it is done
usually. United material for stuttering and cluttering (plus
unstable “prolonged” speech and normal speech) allows us to
establish analogy with theory of self-organizing forms of non
stationary open system and due to this analogy to use chaotic
dynamics of logistic transformation. This recurrent
transformation allows us to establish analogy between the
information in chaotic phonation rhythm and perception’s
categories (i.e., information symbols) of phenomenological
Fechner-Veber law.
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Figure 3. Dynamical rhythm’s regimes “S”, “C”, “N” depending on control “learning” parameter r in “neuron” analog of model (1).

6. CONCLUSION
The chaotic nature of phonation rhythm in normal speech is one
of possible origins of semantic information in speech. We
consider that the categories defined with help of Fechner-Veber
law (at least, for rhythm of phonation) are consequences of
chaotic nature of self-organizing speech production process.
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